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THE ITHRI V E SIM
PLA TF ORM
The iThrive Sim platform is a
web-based software created to foster
real-time interpersonal connection and
immersive learning. Using iThrive Sim,
players are asked to adopt roles, and
are presented with unique information
and decisions to wrestle with. The
choices players make have ripple
effects and drive the game forward—
both digitally and between players.

Accessible from most web browsers, the
platform is device agnostic and optimized for
classroom constraints (low Wi-Fi speeds,
firewalls, time constraints, student absences,
and child protection laws). The game is plug
and play with it’s easy-to-use interface and
dynamic features that promote enduring
understandings that can be built upon in
post-play debriefing sessions.
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The game software serves as an
engaging information delivery
mechanism modeling contemporary
practices, but the game fosters and
services face-to-face interaction.
Through synchronous and
asynchronous delivery mechanisms,
players need to work together and
are consistently engaging with the
narrative in different ways.
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The iThrive Sim Authoring Platform utilizes a content management system to create new scenarios and
edit existing scenarios to fit the needs of each audience. The authoring capabilities of the system allow for
boundless creativity so that iThrive can truly create new game experiences that are designed with and for
players and their goals. Due to the interactive nature of the game, endless roles can be added depending
on the scenario and needs of the target audience.

iThrive Sim’s authoring platform supports
the development of interactive learning
experiences that:
offer a dynamic opportunity to
engage deeply with content
support face-to-face interaction
and foster connection
adapt to the needs of in person,
online, and hybrid environments
are accessible and scalable for all
audiences

TE CH SP E CS
Back End: Python 3.7,
MySQL
Code is on AWS Lambda
and used via a GraphQL
API
Front End: HTML,
CSS and VueJS

Gameplay is driven by player choice, so what each
person sees and does is unique to them.
Game features can be designed to be:
Core: Always occurs regardless of player choices
Conditional: Occurs depending on choices
players make
Game content can also be split over several
modules or episodes.

GAM E FEATU RE : P L AYE R R OL E S
Players can be assigned
unique roles with different
character traits and goals.
There is no limit to the
number of players.

G A M E FEATURE : D E C ISION-M AKING

The unique decisions players make drive the game in different directions (i.e., the story
branches based on player decisions). Decisions can be solo, majority vote, or“decider voting”
where a group of players vote but only the decider’s choice moves the story forward.

G AM E FEATU RE : P U BL IC M E TE R S
Games can include a public meter or score, impacted by the choices players make. The
meter can be labeled to represent any measure such as public satisfaction, number of
virus cases, number of senate votes, etc.
The game can be set so that in-game events happen when the meter hits a certain
threshold. For example, if the in-game meter represents public fear, once it reaches an
upper threshold, conditional social media, pop-ups, videos, files, and decisions could be
sent that represent a state of emergency.
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GA ME FEATURE : C ONTE NT D E L IV E RY
Files can be delivered in text
and image formats.
Audio and video files are
supported as well.

GAM E FE A T URE : NO TE S
Players can take notes during the game that they can refer back to when making decisions.

GAME FEATURE: W R ITING NE W S AR TICL E S

Players can write and publish memos and articles that are then published to the public newsfeed.

GA ME FEATUR E: SOC IAL MEDIA (C HIR PS )
Players can write and publish
chirps (social media posts) and
access a live feed populated
with chirps from players and
non-player characters.

GAM E FEAT URE : NE W S FE E D

Players can access a news feed containing pre-written articles. Players can publish new articles too.

GAM E FEA T U RE : P OP-U P S

Pop-ups can be sent in the game with images, text, audio, and video to draw the player in.

GAM E FEA T URE : V ID E OS
Videos can be sent to players at any time during the gameplay experience and are a
great way to immerse them in the game’s narrative.

G A M E FEATUR E : OU TC O M E R E P OR T

The end of the game generates a customizable outcome report including
the ending of the game, the decisions the player made and their unique impact,
and various leaderboard items that can be chosen by the author.

In 2021, the iThrive Sim software expanded with the addition of a facilitator dashboard that gives users the
ability to register for a facilitator account, access role-playing scenarios in the iThrive Sim library, and run
simulation sessions themselves in a self-guided way that supports logistical flexibility.
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